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Abstract.16

Background: Myeloperoxidase (MPO), a neutrophil-derived pro-inflammatory protein, co-localizes with amyloid-� (A�)
plaques in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Anti-dementia treatment may facilitate efflux of A� and associated plaque proteins
from the brain to the peripheral circulation, therefore providing potential biomarkers for the monitoring of donor response
to drug treatment.
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Objective: We investigated the diagnostic utility of MPO as a biomarker of AD, and how anti-dementia treatment alters
plasma MPO concentration.
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Methods: Thirty-two AD patients were recruited, and plasma collected pre-drug administration (baseline), and 1- and 6-
months post-treatment. All patients received cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEIs). At baseline and 6 months, patients underwent
neuropsychological assessment. Forty-nine elderly healthy individuals with normal cognitive status served as controls. Plasma
MPO concentration was measured by ELISA.
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Results: AD drug naı̈ve patients had similar plasma MPO concentration to their control counterparts (p > 0.05). Base-
line MPO levels positively correlated with Neuropsychiatric Inventory score (r = 0.5080; p = 0.011) and carer distress
(r = 0.5022; p = 0.012). Following 1-month ChEI treatment, 84.4% of AD patients exhibited increased plasma MPO lev-
els (p < 0.001), which decreased at 6 months (p < 0.001). MPO concentration at 1 month was greatest in AD patients whose
memory deteriorated during the study period (p = 0.028), and for AD patients with deterioration in Cornell assessment score
(p = 0.044).
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Conclusion: Whereas baseline MPO levels did not differentiate between healthy and AD populations, baseline MPO positively
correlated with initial Neuropsychiatric Inventory evaluation. Post-treatment, transient MPO upregulation in ChEI-treated
patients may reflect worse therapeutic outcome. Further studies are required to assess the potential of plasma MPO as an AD
therapeutic biomarker.
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INTRODUCTION33

Myeloperoxidase (MPO), a myeloid specific34

enzyme produced and released from cells of the35

innate immune system during the early stages of the36

inflammatory response, generates free radical species37

that promotes oxidative damage and causes lipid per-38

oxidation [1–3]. Oxidative damage to neurons and39

peroxidation of the highly polyunsaturated lipids in40

the post-mitotic stage of neurons also appears to be41

an early and crucial event in the pathophysiology42

and development of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [4–6].43

MPO gene polymorphisms have been associated with44

cognitive decline and aggravated AD development45

[7–10], with overexpression of MPO protein and46

mRNA being directly linked to both the development47

and progression of AD [11, 12].48

MPO co-localizes with amyloid-� (A�) plaques49

and can be secreted by microglia where it can attract50

neutrophils to the zone of inflammation, and addi-51

tionally mediate the delay of neutrophil apoptosis to52

prolong inflammation. In addition to its presence in53

A� plaques, the enzyme also plays a role in vascular54

inflammation and the progression of atherosclerosis55

which can contribute to the risk of development of AD56

[13–15]. Therefore, MPO and its derived oxidants57

and free radical species present potential targets for58

reducing the level of inflammation, and potentially59

reducing the risk of development of AD and slow-60

ing disease progression. Cholinesterase inhibitors61

(ChEIs) are the current therapeutic choice for the62

treatment of AD, enhancing cholinergic transmission.63

ChEIs can also facilitate the release of A�PP, the pro-64

tein precursor of amyloid-� [16, 17], and therefore,65

potentially, the release of other proteins co-localizing66

in the A� plaque. Therefore, MPO may also be a67

useful therapeutic biomarker reflecting the level of68

inflammation or modifications in local inflammation69

in the brain in response to anti-dementia treatment. To70

determine whether plasma MPO levels change dur-71

ing the initial period of dementia treatment, this study72

assessed MPO concentrations in plasma from healthy73

elderly controls without cognitive impairment, and74

AD patients before and during anti-dementia treat- 75

ment with ChEIs. 76

MATERIALS AND METHODS 77

Study population and design 78

A total of 50 patients diagnosed with AD 79

(NINCDS/ADRDA criteria [16]) were recruited to 80

the study, and 32 of these (53% female/47% male) 81

completed all of the follow-up visits during the 6- 82

month study period. The AD cohort was matched for 83

age with 49 healthy donors (80% female/20% male) 84

without cognitive impairment (Table 1). Exclusion 85

criteria included the presence or history of psychosis, 86

alcohol or drug abuse, consumption of any psychoac- 87

tive or antioxidant medication, and patients with 88

autoimmune disease. We noted 55.2% of the AD sam- 89

ple had hypertension, 48.3% had dyslipidemia, and 90

15.6% had type 2 diabetes mellitus (Table 1). 91

On Visit 1 (baseline) all participants (AD patients 92

and controls) completed a comprehensive clini- 93

cal assessment including demographic information, 94

clinical history, and physical and neurological exam- 95

ination. Standardized clinical assessments covered: 96

neurology (Structured Neurological Examination); 97

cognition (Cambridge Cognitive Examination which 98

incorporates the Mini-Mental State Examination, 99

MMSE) [18]; fluctuation (One Day Fluctuation 100

Scale and Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation) [19]; 101

mood (Cornell Depression Rating Scale) [20]; and 102

dementia-related behavioral symptoms (Neuropsy- 103

chiatric Inventory, NPI) [21]. Blood was collected 104

to establish baseline MPO levels in both groups. One 105

month following initiation of ChEI inhibitor treat- 106

ment (Visit 2), blood was collected from AD patients 107

for MPO measurement. At 6 months of ChEI treat- 108

ment (Visit 3), AD patients were re-assessed for 109

cognitive and behavioral problems, and further blood 110

collected for MPO analysis. The study was approved 111

by the Local Regional Ethics Committee (13-NE- 112

0239), and all participants gave written informed 113

consent. 114
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristics of study cohort

Controls AD Patients p

(n = 49) (n = 32)
Demographics
Age (y) 73.96 ± 10.86 77.62 ± 5.66 0.0657
Gender:

Male, n (%) 10 (20.4) 15 (46.9) 0.0117
Female, n (%) 39 (79.6) 17 (53.1)

Medication
Anti-hypertensive, n (%) – 12 (41.4) –
Statin, n (%) – 14 (48.3) –
NSAID, n (%) – 3 (10.3) –
Vascular risk factor
Hypertension, n (%) – 16 (55.2) –
Dyslipidemia (%) – 14 (48.3) –
Diabetes mellitus, n (%) – 5 (15.6) –

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.

Blood collection115

Venous blood samples were taken in the morn-116

ing under standardized conditions and drawn into117

EDTA. The whole blood was centrifuged within118

30 min of collection for 10 min at 12,500× g at room119

temperature, and the plasma transferred to a clean120

tube. Albumin was removed from the plasma using121

the protocol described by Colantonio [22], and the122

albumin-depleted plasma stored at –80◦C until anal-123

ysis.124

ELISA measurement125

Plasma MPO concentration was measured using126

a commercially available human MPO quantitative127

sandwich ELISA kit (cat DY3174, R&D Systems128

Inc, Abingdon, UK) as per the manufacturer’s instruc-129

tions. Plasma from 32 AD patients was available from130

all 3 visits and therefore used for the study. All sam-131

ples were assayed in duplicate.132

Statistical analysis133

Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation134

(SD) of measurement. Continuous variables were135

tested for normal distribution with the D’ Agostino-136

Pearson test. The normally distributed data with equal137

variances were compared between groups using the138

paired t-test to analyze changes in MPO between dif-139

ferent time points, and unpaired t test for between140

group comparisons. A value of p < 0.05 was consid-141

ered to be significant. All data and statistical analysis142

were performed using Graph Pad Prism 8.0 (Graph-143

Pad Software Inc, CA, USA).144

RESULTS 145

Analysis of baseline plasma MPO levels in study 146

population 147

Controls and drug naı̈ve AD patients had a simi- 148

lar range of baseline plasma MPO levels (p > 0.05, 149

Fig. 1A). There was no association of baseline 150

MPO levels with gender (Fig. 1B), and no statisti- 151

cal difference in baseline MPO levels in each age 152

group (Fig. 1C). There was also no significant dif- 153

ference in baseline plasma levels of MPO between 154

donors with hypertension, dyslipidemia, or type 2 155

diabetes mellitus (Fig. 1D), nor the number of car- 156

diovascular risk factors (Fig. 1E). As expected, AD 157

patients had significantly lower scores for MMSE 158

(p < 0.001), CAMCOG (p < 0.001), CAMCOG mem- 159

ory (p < 0.001), and CAMCOG executive function 160

(p < 0.001) (Table 2). Baseline MPO levels did pos- 161

itively correlate with NPI evaluation (r = 0.5080; 162

p = 0.011) and Carer distress score (r = 0.5022; 163

p = 0.012, Table 3). 164

Effect of ChEI treatment on plasma MPO levels 165

Plasma levels of MPO increased in 28 of 166

the AD patients (84.4%) at 1 month after start- 167

ing cholinesterase inhibitor treatment (p < 0.001) 168

and decreased (p < 0.05) to below baseline levels 169

(p < 0.001) by 6 months (Fig. 2A). However, analysis 170

of dot plots of individual donor response showed that 171

in samples from 5 AD patients, changes in plasma 172

MPO levels did not follow the same pattern; instead 173

MPO levels were either reduced at 1 month and 6 174

months without any obvious rapid increase post initial 175

drug treatment (n = 3; Fig. 2B), or MPO levels were 176
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Fig. 1. Baseline MPO concentration and initial patient characteristics. Baseline MPO concentration in A) plasma from patients with AD
(light circles) and aged healthy controls (dark circles); B) plasma of controls and AD patients according to gender, female (white circles)
and male (dark circles); C) plasma from controls (dark boxes) and AD patients (light boxes) according to age in decades; D) plasma MPO
concentration of AD patients based on presence of individual cardiovascular risk factors; and E) plasma MPO concentration of AD patients
based on donor number of cardiovascular risk factors. MPO concentration is measured in ng/mL, and data is presented as mean ± SD; ns,
not significant.
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Table 2
Cognitive, behavioral, and psychological evaluation

Controlsa ADb pab ADc pbc

(n = 49) (n = 32) Post-drug

Assessment Baseline Baseline 6 months
MMSE 28 ± 2 22 ± 4 <0.001 21 ± 1 0.1984
CAMCOG 94 ± 5 73 ± 12 <0.001 70 ± 14 0.0245
CAMCOG Memory total 22 ± 2 13 ± 5 <0.001 14 ± 9 0.6863
CAMCOG Executive function 21 ± 4 14 ± 4 <0.001 13 ± 5 0.1596
NPI – 9 ± 9 – 9 ± 9 0.6657
Cornell Depression Rating Scale score – 5 ± 4 – 7 ± 5 0.3715
Carer distress – 5 ± 5 – 5 ± 5 0.9270

p-valueab derived from comparison of Control group versus Patients with Alzheimer’s disease at initial
assessment (baseline). p-valuebc derived from comparison of Alzheimer’s patients at initial assessment
compared to assessment score at 6 months post-drug. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MMSE, Mini-Mental State
Examination; CAMCOG, Cambridge Cognitive examination; NPI, Neuropsychiatric Inventory.

Table 3
Correlation of baseline plasma MPO concentration with cognitive

assessment scoring in patients with AD

Assessment r p

MMSE –0.2804 0.2776
CAMCOG memory –0.2594 0.2210
CAMCOG executive function –0.1510 0.4812
NPI 0.5080 0.0113
Cornell Depression Scale 0.2909 0.1679
Carer distress 0.5022 0.0124

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Exam-
ination; CAMCOG, Cambridge Cognitive examination; NPI,
Neuropsychiatric Inventory. Carer distress, measured from the NPI
inventory, was rated for each positive neuropsychiatric symptom
domain on a scale anchored by scores from 0 to 5 points (0 = no dis-
tress; 1 = minimal distress; 2 = mild distress; 3 = moderate distress;
4 = severe distress; and 5 = very severe distress).

similar to baseline at 1 month but were increased by177

6 months (n = 2); Fig. 2C). Excluding these donors178

from further analysis, the mean fold change in MPO179

levels was 4.3-fold increase (baseline to 1 month)180

and 4.8-fold decrease (1 month to 6 months post-drug181

treatment); however, the amplitude of fold change in182

plasma for individual donors was variable.183

Fluctuations in plasma MPO level and184

relationship to cognitive decline185

Neuropsychological assessment at 6-months post-186

cholinesterase inhibitor treatment showed a signifi-187

cant level of cognitive decline in CAMCOG score188

in the AD patient population (Table 2). When com-189

paring fluctuations in plasma MPO levels with or190

without cognitive and psychological decline, MPO191

concentration at 1 month was significantly elevated192

in AD patients measuring decline in assessment193

scores for CAMCOG-Memory (mean 53.0 ± 30.1194

and 31.5 ± 13.6 ng/mL for AD patients showing 195

decline and no decline, respectively; p < 0.028) and 196

Cornell Depression assessment (53.42 ± 29.2 and 197

33.9 ± 18.6 ng/mL; p < 0.044) during the period of 198

the study (Fig. 3A, B). The amplitude of increase 199

of MPO levels at 1 month was significantly higher 200

in AD patients with increased number of CV risk 201

factors (Fig. 3C), and these individuals also had the 202

greatest level of decline in CAMCOG Memory mea- 203

sures (Fig. 3D). Finally, the fold increase in MPO 204

levels between baseline and 1 month was positively 205

correlated with diastolic (r = 0.5961; p = 0.002), but 206

not systolic, blood pressure (Fig. 3E, F). 207

DISCUSSION 208

The more invasive measurement of biomarkers in 209

CSF [23–25] and neuroimaging are used routinely in 210

the diagnosis and classification of dementia, and in 211

monitoring disease progression. However, the mea- 212

surement of proteins in peripheral blood is a less 213

invasive option and offers the potential for screen- 214

ing a panel of biomarkers in a short timeframe. 215

Previous studies of neutrophil-associated proteins 216

in AD have suggested that peripheral blood of AD 217

patients contains higher concentrations of these pro- 218

inflammatory proteins than CSF [26]. Therefore, 219

more studies which include measurement of MPO 220

and other pro-inflammatory proteins in blood are 221

required to assess their potential as disease biomark- 222

ers. 223

This study assessed the potential utility of the 224

neutrophil-associated protein MPO as a diagnostic 225

and/or therapeutic marker in AD. Whereas MPO 226

levels have previously been reported to be higher 227

in plasma from AD patients compared to healthy 228
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Fig. 2. Effect of cholinesterase inhibitors on plasma myeloperoxidase concentration. A) Changes in MPO concentration (ng/mL) in plasma
collected from AD patients at baseline (pre-drug treatment), and at one month and 6 months post starting antidementia treatment (n = 27).
Data shows MPO levels for individual donors; p < 0.001∗∗∗. B, C) Highlight plasma MPO concentrations from individual donors where
changes in MPO did not follow the majority pattern of response.

controls [27], we found no significant difference229

in baseline MPO plasma levels of drug naı̈ve AD230

patients and those of the healthy, aged controls.231

Our assays were performed using albumin-depleted232

plasma and in drug naı̈ve patients, avoiding the poten-233

tial bias arising from altered MPO measures due to234

plasma protein binding (EML, unpublished). Simi-235

larly, MPO activity has been reported to be altered in236

patients with diabetes, and due to statins treatments237

[28], thus higher prevalence of these conditions in AD238

subjects could have had an impact on the reported239

findings in previous studies. Whereas there was no240

correlation of baseline MPO levels with age, gender,241

or specific cardiovascular risk factors, AD patients242

who had higher NPI assessment scores also had ele-243

vated levels of baseline MPO, and this was reflected244

in the positive correlation of MPO levels and carer245

distress score. Therefore, although our findings sug-246

gest that measurement of plasma MPO levels may not 247

aid the differentiation between healthy elderly indi- 248

viduals and AD, plasma MPO levels may reflect the 249

level of accumulation of pro-inflammatory proteins 250

which in turn may be facilitating AD non-cognitive 251

changes. 252

A recent study investigating the use of Anserine, 253

a scavenger of hypochlorous acid which is produced 254

as a result of MPO-mediated inflammatory response, 255

found that the drug protected against further cognitive 256

decline in an elderly population with mild cognitive 257

impairment [29], therefore developing therapeutic 258

targets of MPO may be important. In addition, we 259

need to further understand how different drugs may 260

affect plasma MPO levels and how this relates to 261

cognitive decline or stability. This is the first study 262

to measure plasma MPO levels at different time 263

points after starting ChEI treatment, revealing that 264
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Fig. 3. Fluctuation in MPO levels and cognitive decline. Plasma MPO concentration (ng/mL) at one-month post-antidementia treatment in
AD patients stratified by change in A) CAMCOG Memory assessment and B) Cornell Depression Rating Scale assessment score during the
6 months of the study; (light circles represent patients with decline, and dark circles represent AD patients with no decline). C) Fold change
in MPO concentration between plasma from baseline and one-month post-drug treatment in donors with increasing number of cardiovascular
risk factors. D) Change in CAMCOG Memory assessment score in relation to number of cardiovascular risk factors. Data in graphs A–D
is presented as mean ± SD; p < 0.05∗, ns, not significant. Fold change in MPO concentration between plasma from baseline and one-month
post-drug treatment in relation to E) systolic blood pressure, and F) diastolic blood pressure (mmHg).
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in 84% of the patients there was a significant tran-265

sitory increase in plasma MPO levels at one month,266

which had decreased to baseline or below baseline267

levels by 6 months of treatment. The frontal cor-268

tex of AD patients has been reported to have an269

increased presence of MPO-positive cells, and MPO270

concentration is high in extracellular plaques where271

it can co-localize with A� [3]. ChEIs can facili-272

tate the release of A�PP [16, 17] and affect the273

AD amyloidogenic pathway via the activation of274

the phosphoinositide 3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway,275

inhibition of glycogen synthase kinase-3, and the acti-276

vation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (reviewed277

in [30]). MPO, therefore, may be released into the278

bloodstream alongside other extracellular plaque pro-279

teins, resulting in a transient increase of MPO into the280

peripheral circulation until either the build-up of pro-281

inflammatory proteins in the brain ceases, or the drug282

becomes ineffective, for example due to depletion of283

drug target. Alternatively, MPO may be induced by284

ChEI treatment, since the cytokine system is affected285

by ChEI treatment [30].286

In this study, AD patients that demonstrated cog-287

nitive and behavioral decline over the 6-month study288

period, as assessed by CAMCOG-memory and Cor-289

nell assessments, had significantly higher MPO levels290

at 1 month than for AD patients with no decline for291

these parameters. Since there is a close relationship of292

cognitive decline with the neurofibrillary pathology,293

but not the extent of extracellular amyloid deposits294

[31], ChEI activity may have only a brief period295

of being neurobiologically effective, targeting the296

AD-accompanying inflammation associated with A�297

deposits [2], but not the intraneuronal MPO activity.298

This opens the possibility that the enzyme continues299

to contribute to the cumulative oxidative stress pro-300

moting neurofibrillary pathology and neuronal cell301

death in AD.302

AD pathology contributes to cardiovascular dis-303

ease via A� accumulation resulting in cardiac304

dysfunction due to thickening of the left ventricle wall305

in AD patients [32]. Conversely, the development306

and progression of late onset AD has been linked307

to metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors [33],308

whereby the presence of cardiovascular risk factors309

including diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidemia310

[34-38] may facilitate AD onset and progression [39].311

Similarly, in our study AD patients with an increased312

number of cardiovascular risk factors had the greatest313

decline in memory during the study period. In sup-314

port of this, we report that the amplitude of increase315

in MPO levels after 1 month of ChEI treatment was316

positively correlated with diastolic blood pressure. 317

In a neuroradiological study on ageing, higher dias- 318

tolic blood pressure has been related to biomarkers 319

of both cerebrovascular (white matter hyperintensity) 320

and AD (smaller hippocampi) dementias [40], and 321

A� brain burden measured by Pittsburgh Compound 322

B-positron emission tomography (PiB-PET) studies 323

[41]. This brings together again MPO and A� pro- 324

cessing in AD and highlights the need to develop 325

reliable peripheral biomarkers for the screening for 326

AD in at-risk populations. 327

Not all AD patients showed the same pattern of 328

change in plasma MPO levels during the course of 329

ChEIs treatment. Three AD patients had no increase 330

at one month, followed by further decrease at 6 331

months, and 2 AD patients showed little or no change 332

at one month but increased MPO levels by 6 months. 333

In the case of the latter pattern, the increase MPO lev- 334

els at 6 months perhaps suggests a slower response 335

in these individuals to ChEIs, whereas those who 336

showed no increase in MPO levels may either have 337

no response to ChEI treatment, or alternatively, have 338

a rapid response to ChEIs that has been missed by 339

the sample collection time-points included in this 340

study. This is the first study to investigate the effect of 341

ChEIs on plasma MPO levels, and more studies are 342

now required that include intermediate sample col- 343

lection points to facilitate analysis and interpretation 344

of the relevance of changing MPO levels and other 345

biomarker candidates, during therapeutic treatment 346

of AD, and for the monitoring of populations at risk of 347

developing AD. The heterogeneity in donor response 348

may be due to a multitude of factors, including the 349

type of ChEI and dosage used, and therefore the 350

potential of MPO as a therapeutic biomarker during 351

antidementia treatment warrants further investigation 352

to determine any potential diversity in AD clinical 353

phenotypes that may facilitate clinical management 354

of these patients. These findings alongside with cor- 355

relative neuroradiological studies (i.e., MRI, amyloid 356

and tau tracer PET studies) will help change both the 357

diagnosis and management of AD. 358
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